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If you’ve ever felt overwhelmed by the elaborate descriptions of Gorean positions but don’t

think that they are fit for your relationship- you’re not alone.A Submissive Positions Handbook

is a downloadable e-book designed to help you learn and customize simple, basic positions by

breaking them into easy to understand steps that will revitalize the protocol in your

relationship.This is an expanded and revised version of the 2 Weeks to Better Submissive

Positions series that was hosted on SubmissiveGuide.com in 2009.Each section in this book

contains:* Descriptions of the position from head to toe.* Practice drills to help you hold and

transition from positions gracefully and effortlessly.* Ideas and ways you can customize

positions to suit your body and needs.Some of the positions included are:- Kneeling- Standing

at attention- Transitions from standing to kneeling and visa versa- Punishment positions-

Apologizing- Begging- and more!

Thompson manages to integrate multiple perspectives, demonstrating how children respond to

and internalize their mother’s depression....About the AuthorTracy Thompson is a freelance

journalist and the author of The Beast: A Journey Through Depression. She lives in suburban

Washington, D.C., with her husband and two children.--This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.
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PrefaceIf you have heard about special positions that submissives can learn but don't know

where to start, you're in the right place. But if you are looking specifically for Gorean style

positions, then I'm going to have to disappoint you.Your grace and beauty are all you need for

the positions I will teach you.Some relationships require you to learn many different positions

for each situation. Others require none at all. Knowing these simple steps may be helpful in the

future.I don't assume to know everything there is to know about positions or the protocols

behind them. I do not practice positions on a regular basis. They are used as a special ritual in

times of reconnection with my Dominant.I hope what I know will lead you well.Notice of

RightsAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system

or transmitted in any form or by any means, without the prior written permission of the

publisher, except in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical articles or

reviews.CreditsCover Photographer: John LoganCover Design: Cissi N. HinderliterAbout the

AuthorLunaKM is the author and editor of Submissive Guide. The site was born out of a desire

to teach and explore the side of submission away from the dungeon. She has been a full-time

submissive in a lifetime relationship since 2003 and loves to explore all variations of service in

submission.You can contact lunaKM through the website, via FetLife or

Twitter.IntroductionSubmissive Positions are talked about all over like everyone is supposed to

be doing them or something. Not every relationship is set up to provide that level of protocol

and you should never expect a relationship to automatically have that. If you are interested in

positions, ask your partner or perspective partner if they’d be interested before you go learning

any. They may have preferences to how you should look and act. Following their direction is by

far more important than learning about positions online or from a handbook (unless that is their

direction).But since so many of you ask me on a regular basis about positions you could be

learning I came up with this handbook on the subject of different positions, how to develop your

own positions and what other resources are out there as far a positions are concerned. Please

understand I will not be teaching the Gorean positions that everyone sees described, but

positions that average people can develop amongst themselves to do and alter and enhance

for themselves. Please take these suggested positions as guidelines only and try to customize

them. They should be unique and beautiful to you and your partner.This handbook presents to

you different ideas for basic positions, ways to extend the time you can hold the positions and

elegant variations or alterations on the positions. Please perform these movements at your own

pace and consult a doctor if you have physical disabilities before engaging in positions that

could harm your body.Summary of Contents
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someone new to BDSM, it is common to think you must kneel a lot of the time. When you are

submitting online, it can be expected that you will be spending most of your chat time kneeling

obediently next to your online Dominant, however in real life it may not be expected at all. My

first exposure to real time BDSM involved a little bit of kneeling. I had to kneel in front of the

bed and be ‘collared’ for play. This was just a playtime collar and was part of getting me in the

right mind. The kneeling was just a short time and I don’t think I spent any more time on the

floor like that the rest of the play time. I currently do not kneel in my relationship now except on

special occasions.In some relationships it might be expected to be kneeling when the

Dominant enters a room or returns home from work. The position you take while kneeling is

also particular to that Dominant’s desire. Where you place your hands or how far apart your

knees are are all indicators of different forms of kneeling. And kneeling could not even involve

actually using your knees at all.Questions:Can you think of other times you may be asked to

kneel?Why is kneeling considered an important task for a submissive to learn?Practice

KneelingThe task is to practice kneeling. You will want to get a pillow or a blanket if your floor is

hard. Get down on the floor and rest up on your knees. Try pointing your toes so that the tops

of your feet are on the floor and rest back on your calves. Kneel with your knees together and

then with your knees spread apart. Next, practice resting your hands on your thighs, crossing

them in front of your chest, or behind your back, or behind your head. Try to hold the following

positions for 10 minutes. Do this in front of a mirror if you can.Questions:How long can you hold

each of these different positions?How can you make it look graceful, composed and sensual?
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Kim E, “The Perfect Beginner’s Guide. I learned so much from this book. I was very curious

about the Dom/Sub Relationship and now I’m even more excited.”

Pat7495, “Five Stars. A wonderful read for the new to the life.”

Lanie, “Positioning. With a need to learn the positions of slavery before being present to a Dom/

Master, i purchased this book to give me a start on what might be expected of me, and this

book helped me a lot. Luna is an excellent mentor.”

The book by Luna Carruthers has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 48 people have provided feedback.
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